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Total Installed Cost Advantages

Resealable Refrigerant Fittings 
Most models feature Resealable Refrigerant Fittings. Unit sections can be 
shipped split or split in the field without losing the factory charge resulting 
in no field brazing and a total installed cost advantage. 

Avoid Requirements that Lead to Extra Expense
Expensive Equipment, Rigging or Permits

 ] Equipment can be shipped in sections
 ] Fits easily through standard doors, hallways, and  
into elevators

 ] Minimizes the need for crane rentals, rigging crews,  
and municipal permits

Roofcurbs or Roof Penetration
 ] Eliminates expensive curb equipment cost
 ] Reduces installation labor
 ] Eliminates possible roof water damage

Field Piping, Brazing, Evacuation or Charging
 ] Factory charged and utilizes 
 ] Resealable Refrigerant Fittings
 ] Reduces installation labor
 ] Faster installation and commissioning

Excessive Downtime when Replacing Old 
Systems

 ] Sectional shipments accelerate installation
 ] Can be installed off-hours and on weekends
 ] Shipment can be made to coincide with installation 
schedules

Architectural Damage to Building
 ] Eliminates expenses for code approvals
 ] Requires no rigging holes through building walls
 ] Minimizes any type of building alteration

Compromise in Performance With Built-to-
Order Design

 ] Units are built to exact requirements
 ] Avoids purchase of excess capacity from standard  
product offerings

 ] Extensive list of configurations and options

Equipment Damage Due to Weather
 ] All equipment is installed indoors
 ] Avoids premature replacement costs due to 
weather wear and/or damage

 ] Eliminates downtime due to severe storms

Possibility of Theft or Vandalism
 ] Eliminates expensive repairs and replacements due 
to theft and vandalism

 ] Enhances building security by eliminating 
interruption to service

 ] Eliminates extra cost for cages and special alarms

Field Testing of Installed Product
 ] Minimizes field testing as units are functionally 
tested prior to shipment

 ] Reduces labor and speeds installation
 ] Assures trouble-free start-ups 

Outdoor Servicing of Product
 ] Outdoor/premium service expense in extreme 
weather completely eliminated

 ] Improves reliability
 ] Eliminates roof safety issues

Major Ductwork or Electrical Modifications
 ] Units ordered to closely match existing duct and 
utility locations

 ] Major installation, labor and time savings

Exterior Condensing System
 ] Eliminates rooftop and pad installation space and 
cost 

 ] Water-Cooled and Chilled Water configurations 
eliminate unsightly equipment outdoors


